SUGGESTED FIRST SEMESTER COURSE SEQUENCE

Effective Fall 2016

MATH - the course you enroll in will be determined by your MATH placement score and prior AP or other credit. 3 hours

GEOG 175  Freshman Experience in the Department 2 hours

GEOL 103 OR 111 (Colonnade Explorations – Natural Sciences) 3 hours
  Our Dynamic Earth (103) OR The Earth (111)

GEOL 113  (Colonnade Explorations – Natural Science Lab) 1 hour
  The Earth Laboratory

HIST 101 or 102  (Colonnade Foundations – World History) 3 hours
  World History 1 or World History II

ENG 100  (Colonnade Foundations – College Composition) 3 hours
  Introduction to College Writing

TOTAL 15 hours

Note: For students who enter with AP, CLEP, Dual, or Transfer Credit, please talk to a Geology Program advisor about the correct sequence of introductory and Colonnade courses.